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ROWMAN LITTLEFIELD, United States, 2017. Paperback.
Condition: New. Third Edition. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A highly accessible resource for students and
professionals as well as parents, Building the Bonds of
Attachment presents a composite case study of one child s
developmental course following years of abuse and neglect.
Weaving theory and research into a powerful narrative,
Hughes offers effective methods for facilitating attachment in
children who have experienced serious trauma. The text
emphasizes both the specialized psychotherapy and parenting
strategies often necessary in facilitating a child s psychological
development and attachment security. Hughes steps through
an integrated intervention model that blends attachment and
trauma theories with the most current research as well as
general principles of both parenting and child and family
therapy. Thoughtful and practical, the third edition provides
an invaluable guide for therapists and social workers, students
in training, and parents. Updates to the Third Edition include:
*Coverage of the greater preparation given to both the
therapist and parent before the onset of the treatment and
placement based on our understanding of how the attachment
histories of both the parents and therapists impact their
engagement with the child *Introduction of the concept of
blocked care to...
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This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have
study. I am quickly can get a enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS

Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations
in the 50 % from the publication. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are
for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jer a ld Cha m plin II--  Jer a ld Cha m plin II
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